VBCSIDL&R Troubleshooting Guide

No image on monitor

- Verify camera cable connection at monitor.
- Verify camera is connected to camera cable.
- Connect camera directly to monitor if possible.
- Connect known good camera/cable to monitor.
- Connect known good camera to existing cable.
- Connect known good cable between monitor and existing camera.

Flickering or rolling Image

- Switch to secondary camera input on monitor.
  - If image is stable, replace monitor.
- Check for 12V+ to monitor.
- Connect known good camera/cable to monitor.
  - If image is stable, check camera/cable.
  - If image still flickers/rolls replace monitor.

This guide covers the following side-body cameras:

- VBCSIDLGP
- VBCSIDRGP
- VBCSIDLWT
- VBCSIDRWT
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